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 One of the main problems for students thatOne of the main problems for students that
start learning programming languages is thestart learning programming languages is the
complexity of the languages themselvescomplexity of the languages themselves,, as as
well as the tools used to develop them.well as the tools used to develop them.

 Even an application as simple as Even an application as simple as ““hellohello
worldworld”” would require several statements that would require several statements that
a novice would find difficult.a novice would find difficult.



  Young students feel motivated to learn
more when the programs they develop
become visible actions.

As a consequence, the use of robots in the
classroom has increased in the last years
as a tool for teaching students how to
program.



Bachelors and Masters degree students
interested on learning the theory of Mobile
Robots need tools to test their algorithms first in
virtual robots and then in the real ones.



ViRbot

System developed at UNAM that allows  to test
operational algorithms for mobile robots using
virtual robots under similar conditions as if they
were using real robots.



The system consists of several layers that
control the  operation of real and virtual robots.
A 3D graphic engine interface allows to test
multiple virtual robots, that are a close
simulation of the real ones.

ViViRbRbot ot SystemSystem



Virtual robots programmed with a language
incorporated in ViRbot, are able to execute the
same commands that real robots execute.
Instructions in this language include behaviors,
movement equations and sensors readings.

ViRbot ViRbot SystemSystem



ViRbot System



 VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTVIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

        The virtual environment isThe virtual environment is
visualized by visualized by a a 3D motor3D motor
called called ROC2ROC2..



Virtual RobotVirtual Robot Real RobotReal Robot

ViRbot ViRbot SystemSystem



FeaturesFeatures

 Interaction with virtual and real robots throughInteraction with virtual and real robots through
RobelRobel: a : a custom design custom design mobile robotsmobile robots
programming language.programming language.

 Supports control of multiple Supports control of multiple mobile mobile robotsrobots
 Incorporates different models of Incorporates different models of mobile mobile robotsrobots
 Includes multiple simulation Includes multiple simulation viewportsviewports



CharacteristicsCharacteristics

 Allows to change the simulationAllows to change the simulation
environmentenvironment

 Local or remote interaction (internet)Local or remote interaction (internet)
 Execution of userExecution of user’’s subroutines written ins subroutines written in

‘‘C\C++C\C++’’
 Simulation of the robotSimulation of the robot’’s movements ands movements and

sensorsensor’’s readings can be provided by thes readings can be provided by the
user using user using ‘‘C\C++C\C++’’



RobotsRobots

 Real Robots:Real Robots:
      MicroprocessorMicroprocessor

based minibased mini--robotsrobots
      RWI robotRWI robot

 Virtual Robots Virtual Robots



Internal Internal SStructuretructure



SensorsSensors

 ContactContact

 Reflective Reflective

 Infrared Infrared

 Sonar Sonar



RobotRobot’’s s MMovementsovements

 ForwardForward
 BackwardBackward
 TurnTurn



User User IInterfacenterface

 RobotRobot’’s views view

 Top camera viewTop camera view

 Free viewFree view

 Command windowCommand window



VR RepresentationsVR Representations  3D Studio3D Studio

 SymbolicSymbolic



ObstaclesObstacles

 StaticStatic

 DynamicDynamic



InterfacesInterfaces

 InternetInternet

 SNES joystickSNES joystick

 Keyboard andKeyboard and
mousemouse



RobelRobel

Robot behavior languageRobot behavior language



RobelRobel’’s s characteristicscharacteristics

 Control movement instructionsControl movement instructions
 Logic state instructionsLogic state instructions
 Internet communicationInternet communication

instructionsinstructions
 Control flow instructionsControl flow instructions
 Float and integer variableFloat and integer variable

typestypes
 Constants definitionsConstants definitions
 Recursive programsRecursive programs
 Function callFunction call
 Independency of platformIndependency of platform

(RVM)(RVM)



Robel Robel exampleexample



#define ADVANCE 5.0f
#define SECURE 5.0f
void user7(char *string)
{
 int state,num_steps;
 float SI, SD;

 state = 0;
 // it gets data from the command
 sscanf(string,"%d",&num_steps);

 while(num_steps > 0)
 {
    printf("\n %d present State: %d",num_steps, state);
    num_steps--;
    // Actions
    switch ( state )
   {

case 0: // Forward
move_robot("Ryu", ADVANCE, 0.0f, 0);
// Read sensors
SD = show_sensor("Ryu", "sonar", 1);
SI = show_sensor("Ryu", "sonar", 12);
printf("\nROC2 SI %f SD %f",SI,SD);
break;

case 1: // Backward Right
move_robot("Ryu", -ADVANCE, 0.0f, 0);
break;

case 2: // Left turn
move_robot("Ryu", 0.0f, 0.7f, 0);
break;

}

C/C++ FUNCTIONS
// Transitions
switch ( state ) 
 {

case 0: if (SI > SECURE)
if (SD > SECURE) state = 0;
else state = 1;
else if (SD > SECURE) state = 2;
else state = 0;
break;

case 1: state = 2;
break;

case 2: state = 0;
break;

  }
 }
}



1st semester high school students use the
simulator of the ViRbot system to program
the virtual robots using the Robel language.

2nd semester high school students learn how
to program the virtual robots in C.



Bachellors and graduate students program
robot behaviors using virtual robots first,
then they test them in the real robots



In the last four years we have been using the
ViRbot system to teach high school students
principles of software programming, and
bachelor and master degree students principles
of Mobile Robots operation at the University of
Mexico (UNAM)..

CONCLUSIONS



High school students show more interest in
programming as soon as they get to program
virtual robots through ViRbot.

Bachelors and Masters students taking the
Mobile Robots course using the ViRbot system
improved their understanding of the problems in
Mobile Robots. Also, they had less trouble
developing complex mobile robots algorithms.

CONCLUSIONS
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